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Embedded Real Time Speech Recognition
System for Smart Home Environment

Leila Beltaifa – Zouari 

Abstract— This paper describes an embedded real time speech recognition system developed, integrated and evaluated in a smart home
local box. This work has been conducted in the framework of the project "Maison intelligente". The system work continuously and detect
vocal  commands  coming  from  headset,  webcam  and  smartphone  microphones.  Several  realistic  scenarios  are  defined,  recorded,
transcribed and tested. In order to improve the speech recognition rate with the respect to the box memory and speed limitations multiple
acoustic models have also been considered.

Index Terms— Embedded systems, Hidden Marko Models, Real time, Semi continuous models,  Smart home,  Speech recognition, Vocal 
Activity Detection

——————————      ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
n the last decade huge effort has been done to improve Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) techniques and effective systems have

been developed. The most state-of-the-art ASR systems provide the
performance  quality  (usually  addressed  by  the  recognition  Word
Error  Rate  WER  and  by  the  ratio  of  the  processing  time  to  the
utterance duration), which affords the comfortable use of ASR in real
applications [1], [16] ,[17],[18].

I

Recent mobile devices offer a large set of functionalities but their
resources are still limited [2],[12],[13]. The strong increase of mobile
devices in  daily life  has created a great  demand for  efficient  and
simple  interfaces,  in  particular  speech  recognition  being  a  key
element  of  the  conversational  interface,  there  is  a  significant
requirement  for  low-resource  and  accurate  automatic  speech
recognition systems. However, the direct reproduction of the ASR
algorithms is either not possible or mostly leads to unacceptable low
performance on the mobile devices. 

Smart  home is  a  promising area.  It  has  multiple  benefits  such  as
providing increased comfort, greater safety, and a more rational use
of energy and other resources. This research application domain is
important and will increase in future as it also offers powerful means
for helping and supporting special needs of the  elderly and people
with disabilities [11],[15].

Due to the highly variable acoustic environment in the smart home
and very limited resources available on the handheld terminals the
implementation of ASR systems on the mobile devices necessitates
special ajustment [6],[7],[10],[14],[16]. 

In this paper, we address the problem of development and integration
of a low cost ASR system  in  smart  home local  box in  order  to
control  and  monitor  the  home  environment.  Several  constraints
should be respected by this system: 

1. Its memory size should not exceed 5 Mega bytes.
2. It  has to  run in  real  time on a  MIPS 32 microprocessor

which frequency is 500 MHz
3. The operation system is OpenWRT (a version of embedded

Unix).

The different steps of this work that are mainly the vocal activity
detection, the database development, and the speech decoding  will
be described. 
As the performance and the speed of speech recognition systems are
dependent on the number of HMM Gaussians [3],[4],[5],[8],[9], we
will investigate different speech modeling techniques and compare
their performance (WER, computing time and memory size).

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Internet Of Things (IoTs) consists on connecting everyday objects
like smartphones, internet televisions, sensors and actuators to the
internet.  These  devices  should  be  intelligently  linked  together  to
enable  new  forms  of  communication  amongst  people  and
themselves. 
The significant advancement of IoTs over the last years has created a
new  dimension  to  the  world  of  information  and  communication
technologies.  The  IoTs  technology  can  be  used  for  creating  new
concepts and wide development space for smart homes in order to
provide intelligence, comfort and improved quality of life.

Figure 1. The smart home control system architecture

In this  context,  CHIFCO Company is  developing the  «InnerJ»
solution  (see  Figure1).  It  is  an  energetic  interactive  platform that
helps users to manage efficiently their energy consumption. By mean
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of the «InnerJ» solution user can control his house office and job
office and has statistics about his electric consumption. 
CHIFCO implements the «InnerJ» solution in the box Sercom Na-
300.  The  Secom  NA-300  hardware  is  provided  with  a  MIPS32
processor  (with  a frequency of  500 MHz)  and 64 Mega bytes  of
memory (where only 5 mega bytes can be used by the ASR module).
It is equipped with two outputs : USB and Ethernet.
Two  protocols  are  used  to  communicate  with  the  smart  home
devices:  the « Z-Wave » wireless  protocol  and the  Ethernet/WIFI
protocol. Household equipments such as electric sensors and stove
are commanded by the Z-wave protocol. Electronic peripherals like
the  computer  or  the  smartphone  communicate  with  the  Ethernet
and/or the WIFI protocol.

Nowadays, web services become the most open way of providing
remote service access or enabling applications to communicate with
each other. In particuler, for this application, the user can modify the
settings by means of a web page. He can select the driver, he can
remove or add a vocal command, etc. The drivers addressed by our
application are the doors, the windows,  the thermometers and the
light switchs. 

3 ASR SYSTEM OPERATION

.The  ASR  system  should  be  implemented  and  integrated  in  the
Sercom Na-300 box. It  operates in three steps:  speech acquisition,
utterance recognition and command execution.

3.1 Speech input 
The NA-3000 box has two data inputs/outputs: USB and Ethernet.

A market study of the existing microphones shows that:
- For the USB connection, high and low sensibility microphones

are available. 
Meeting microphone and webcam are examples of high sensibility
microphones.

Figure2. High sensitivity microphone examples
 
Headset  and  the  snowflake  are  examples  of  low  sensitivity
microphones.

Figure3. Low sensitivity microphone examples

-  For  the  Ethernet/WIFI  connection,  we  find  the  tablet,  the
personnel computer and the smartphone. 

In  the  light  of  these  informations,  the  NA-3000  box  can  be
connected to its peripherals as following:

Figure4. Local home Network

3.2 Speech decoding
Several open source speech recognition toolboxes are available in

the web: HTK1, Julius2, CMUSphinx3, Kaldi4, Simon5, etc. We have
chosen Sphinx Pocket because it has many advantages:

- It is compatible with the overspread audio cards such as Alsa,
OSS, Jack, Pulse-audio,..

- It has a general public license
-  It implements the semi-continuous models
- It implements the floating point algorithm in order to optimize

the floats computing
- It is written in C language
- It has a make file close to the cross compilation 

The ASR system is  implemented locally in the box in order to
prevent internet connection cut or ASR engines overhead or out of
order.

3.3 Command execution
All the commands are written in a transcription file and a number

is assigned to each sentence. The web services are written in another
file  and  have  the  same  numbering  as  the  commands  of  the
transcription file. The user can access both of these files and modify
the commands. Figure6 show  a sample of the transcription and the
web sevices files.

After each utterance decoding, the program seek for the command
number and performs the corresponding web service. 

_______________
1 http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk 

2 http://julius.osdn.jp

3   https://cmusphinx.github.io

4 http://kaldi-asr.org

5 https://userbase.kde.org/Simon
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Figure6. Sample of  command transcription and web Services files

4 VOCAL ACTIVITY DETECTION

The ASR system should operate continuously. At the beginning, the
source of the speech,  which can be a USB microphone or a User
Datagram  Protocol  Internet  Protocol  (UDP IP),  is  detected.  This
information  is  provided  by  the  /proc/asound/cards  file  which
contains the list of the connected cards. Then the program passes to a
standby mode waiting for a vocal activity. If a sound is detected, the
program switch to run mode in order to decode this speech. So at the
beginning the command is recorded, then it is recognized and finally
it is execued  (Figure7).

Figure7. Vocal Activity Detection diagram

4.1 USB based microphone
The USB microphone can be either high or low sensitivity.

- If the micophone is high sensitivity, the Vocal Activity Detection
VAD module  is  unstable.  In  fact,  the  amplification  gain  vary to
keep speech level constant. Another VAD can be implemented but it
would be time consuming and could disturb the box operating (as it
should manage the sensors outputs in the same time).

- If the micophone is low sensitivity, the existing VAD (which is
integrated into the box) is used. In this case the distance between
the user and the box should be limited (to about 1 meter). Using a
Bluetooth based microphone or a USB connected smartphone can
be considered as alternative solutions.

4.2 Wireless microphone
To  make  the  system  user  friendly,  we  developed  an  android
application that detects and records the vocal commands and send
them to the smart home box by the UDP protocol ( Figure8).

Figure8. Vocal Activity Detection algorithm

In order to ensure communication between the android and the box,
this  application  needs  the  IP  address  of  the  box  and  the
communication port. 

Figure9. Smartphone interface

The button “Set Sensor” makes it possible to modify the level of
speech  detection  to  be  adequate  to  the  environment.  The  vocal
command is send to the smart home box by the UDP protocol. The
smart home box response and the error messages are  displayed in
the smartphone “Dialog box”.
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5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The development of an ASR system requires several resources that
are the vocabulary,  the grammar/language model and the acoustic
models. For the following experiments we used Sphinx Train for the
models  training  and  Sphinx  Pocket  for  the  tests.  The  parameter
vector contains 39 Cepstral coefficients (MFCC).
All  the decoding experiments are performed with cross validation
where 90% of the data is used for training and the rest for the tests. 

5.1 Database development
Several realistic scenarios were defined. They concern the command
of four devices:
- the doors (to open or close)
- the windows (to change the brightness)
- the thermostat (the temperature can be moved from 5 to 30 degrees)
- and the light switches. 

The user is able to command the devices individually or to select a
predefined scenario. He can also ask for the device status. 
The  commands  are  recorded  then  they  are  manually  transcribed
using  Transcriber  [13]  and  finally  a  grammar  file  is  prepared
(Figure10).

Figure10.  Sample of the grammar file
 
Three French databases have been produced. The are described by 
Table1, Table2 and Table3.

Table1

Webcam multi-speaker  database

Microphone High sensibility

Duration 230 minutes (161 men+69 women)

Speakers 5 men, 5 women

Table 2

Webcam  mono-speaker database

Microphone High sensibility

Duration  124 minutes

Speakers 1 man

Table3

Headset mono-speaker database

Microphone Low sensibility

Duration 20 minutes

Speakers 1 man  

 5.2 Mono-speaker speech recognition
This paragraph is concerned with mono-speaker speech recognition
experiments.  Several acoustic models are developed and evaluated
in order  to  find the best.  The system’s size should be less than 5
mega bytes and the decoding time should be less than real time (RT).

5.2.1 Primary experiments

In  these  primary  experiments  we  used  webcam  and  headset
microphones. Twenty minutes of each mono-speaker  database and
context independent models are employed to develop and test two
ASR systems. Results are reported in Figure11. 

Figure11. WER for the headset and the webcam ASRs

We notice that the headset based system results are better than the
webcam based system ones (WER < 5%). Despite these results, we
choose  to  continue  the  experiments  with  the  webcam  because  it
present many advantages such as the possibility of moving (the voice
is  detected  in  about  16m²)  and  that  it  can  easily  be  used  by
handicapped and aged people. 
Using the webcam, the sampling frequency decreases from 16 KHz
to  8  KHz  so  the  hardware  interrupt  (when  receiving  the  signal
samples) is reduced and the other programs implemented in the box
turn with less disturbance.

5.2.2 Continuous Context dependant models 

We  developed  1200  continuous  context  dependant  models
(triphones). We varied the number of Gaussians per state. Results are
reported in Figure12. 

Figure 12. WER for Continuous Context Dependant models
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We notice that  the  WER value is  too high and increase with the
number of Gaussians. We conclude that the amount of training data
is  insufficient  for  models  training.  Therefore  these  models  are
useless for this embedded system.

5.2.3 Continuous Context Independent Models 

To  reduce  the  number  of  models,  we  developed  35  context
independent  models  and  test  them.  Results  are  reported  in  the
following figure.

Figure13. WER for Continuous Context Independent models
 
The best results correspond to WER = 5,1 %.  The variation of the
memory size in desribed in Figure14.

Figure14. Memory size for the Continuous Context Independent
system

The memory used by the ASR system is limited enough (4.3 mega
bytes <  5 mega bytes) to be implemented in the inner Box.
The main problem with these models is the computation time which
is 2,9* RT for 128 Gaussians/state and 1,7 * RT for 64 Gaussians per
state. So these models are also useless for the smart home command.

5.2.4 Semi-Continuous Context Independent Models 

To reduce  the  computation  time  of  the  previous  experiments  we
developed semi-continuous context independent models and varied
the number of shared Gaussians. The results are reported below.

Figure 15.  WER for Semi - Continuous Context Independant models

The memory size is described in Figure16. 

Figure 16. Memory size for the Continuous Context Independent
system

The memory size  is  convenient  but WER is  about  10% which is
useless for this application. 

5.2.5 Semi-Continuous Context Dependent Models 

To reduce the WER of the previous experiments we developed 1200
semi  continuous  triphones  and  varied  the  number  of  shared
Gaussians. The results are below.
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Figure 17. WER for Semi - Continuous Context Dependant models

Then we report the memory size in Figure18.

Figure  18.  Memory  size  for  the  Semi  -  Continuous  Context
Dependent system

We notice that for 128 shared Gaussians, WER is low (5,1%), the
memory size (3,4 Mega bytes) which is less than 5 mega bytes and
the system turns in 0,2 * RT which is convenient for our application.

 5.3 Multi-speaker speech recognition
We extend the previous  experiments  to  multi-speaker  database  (5
men  and  5  women).  We  develop  1200   semi-continuous  context
dependant models and vary the number of shared Gaussians. Results
are reported in Figure19.

The best WER = 8,4  is obtained with 512 shared Gaussians but the
memory size is more than 5 mega bytes.  To improve these results,
we developed  models  for  women and  models  for  men and  apply
gender detection.

Figure19. WER for Multi-speaker speech recognition

 
One  hour  is  used  for  women  train  and  test  models  with  cross
validation and the same thing for men. The mean value of the men
and women results is computed and plotted in the same scheme in
red color.
Results are reported below:

Figure 20. WER for gender based Multi-speaker speech recognition

Then we report the curve of  Figure19 and the mean values of men
and women (Figure20) in the same the figure (Figure21) to compare
them.

We notice that using gender separate models is interesting only with
64 Gaussians  per  state.  Otherwise,  we must  increase  the  database
lengh to improve the speaker independent ASR system performance.
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Figure 21. WER for Multi-speaker speech recognition (separate and
mixed models)

6 CONCLUSION

This work concerns the development and the evaluation of an ASR
and its integration in a smart home local box. The embedded system
should detect continuously the speech signal, recognize the sentence
and execute the corresponding command in less than real time. 
After a market survey, three microphone devices were chosen: the
headset,  the  webcam  and  the  smartphone.  For  the  smartphone,  a
vocal activity detection is algorithm have been implemented. 
Further several realistic scenarios have been prepared, recorded and
manually transcribed. Therefore speaker dependant and independent
databases have been developed. The primary experiments shows that
the WER headset based ASR is good enough even by using context
independant  models.  For  the  webcam  microphone,  speaker
dependant  and  speaker  independent  ASRs  have  been  tested  and
evaluated by their WER, their speed and their memory size.
As reducing the number of Gaussians without decreasing the system
performance is of major interest, after applying continuous context
dependent  and  independent  models  we  noticed  that  the  semi
continuous models improve the system speed without decreasing the
performance.  The  best  results  for  speaker  dependant  system with
semi continuous context dependent models are : wer = 5,7%, it turns
in  0,2 * Real time and its memory size is 3,4 Mega bytes.
Future work concern the increasing of speaker independent database
to improve the speaker independent system.
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